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in the next lifetime. If this thought is rooted in hatred, then dragged
by the force of hatred, one will fall into hell, or become a poisonous
insect or animal. If this thought is rooted in desire, then dragged by
the force of desire, one will be reborn in the realm of hungry ghost
or animal. If this thought is peaceful and calm, then one will be
reborn as a human being. If one believes in God and the last thought
is praying to God, one will be able to be in communion with God and
be reborn in the heaven as a retinue of God.
Therefore if one can direct the last thought before death towards
the Buddha, one would be in tune with the Buddha and be reborn into
a Buddha Field after death. Then immediately after one’s last thought
of this lifetime, his/her next life, which transcends the cycle of lifeand-death, appears in a lotus in the Utmost Bliss Pureland. This is
what is meant by Liberation Upon One Thought.
Amit�bha in Sanskrit is a kind of blessing and wish for infinitude
of life-span. Buddha indicates brightness and longevity. Infinitude
of life and brightness are wishes of all beings. It is the words used for
perfect blessings.

G U IDE L INES FO R A DY IN G PE R S O N
T O G AIN R E B I R T H IN T H E P U R E L AND
n

Remind the dying person of the suffering of this world and the joys
of the Pure Land to help strengthen the dying person’s vow to be
reborn into there. The advisor should also enumerate and praise
the dying person’s good deeds, merits, and virtues. This will help
the dying to be happy and free of doubts, and certain that when the
time comes to die, the dying person will, thanks to his or her good
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deeds, vow, and practice to be reborn into the Western Pure Land
of Ultimate Bliss.
n

It is important to remind the dying person to cease thinking of
wealth and property, as well as attachments to family and friends.

n

If the dying person has a will, so much the better, but if not, it
is best to counsel against writing one at this time. The advisor
can also advise everyone to refrain from gossips and distracting
conversations as they could rekindle the dying person’s attachment
to this world which is detrimental to the dying person’s desired
rebirth.

n

When relatives and friends come to visit, they should be discouraged
from becoming emotional in the dying person’s presence. If they
wish to help, they can stand to the side and chant “�mítuófó” aloud.
Explain to the visitors that crying at this time could distract the
dying person from the desired rebirth in the Pure Land, and result
in the dying person being subjected to much suffering

n

The dying person should be counseled to practise generosity and
give away personal effects to those who need them. Also, the dying
person can purchase Buddha images, S�tras (P��i: Sutta), and
other Buddhist materials, and request that they are also to be given
away. This will help the dying person increase his or her merits
and reduce bad karmas (kammas), and thus help facilitate a good
rebirth.
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G U IDE L INES T O C O ND U C T S U PP O R T I V E
A M I TĀ B H A B U DD H A C H AN T IN G
n

Supportive chanting by family members and friends is crucial
when a dying person is on the verge of death because, at that time,
he or she is weak both mentally and physically. In such trying
circumstances, it becomes increasingly difficult to focus on
chanting “�mítuófó”. This is why supportive Amit�bha Buddha
chanting is so important.

n

To help focus the dying person’s thoughts, respectfully place a
statue or picture of the standing Amit�bha Buddha in front of the
dying person where it can be easily seen. Place a container of clean
water in front of this image and some fresh flowers in a vase near
it. Lightly scented incense, or even a smokeless variety, may be
burnt (A strong fragrance or excessive smoke might cause the dying
person to have difficulty in breathing).

n

Those who come to practise supportive chanting should remember
that the dying person, who is in a weakened state, requires adequate
fresh air. If too many people are in the room at one time, the
dying person may have difficulty breathing and become agitated,
resulting in more harm than good. Also, people should pre-arrange
their chanting time and silently take turns, so that the chanting can
continue uninterrupted. Each session can last about an hour.

n

According to Master Yin Guang, the thirteenth patriarch of the
Pure Land school, the short chanting form of “�mítuófó” should
be used, so that the dying person can easily register this name in
the most subtle consciousness, at a time when both mind and body
are very weak. It would be wise to ask the dying person which one
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is preferred: “�mítuófó” or “Namo �mítuófó”. In this way, the dying
person can comfortably and silently chant along with the group. To
go counter to the dying person’s likes and habits may destroy his
or her concentration. People should not chant too loudly so as not
to expend too much energy and shorten the time they can chant.
On the other hand, they should not chant in too low a voice or the
sound might not register in the dying person’s mind. In addition,
they should not speak to one another while in the room. Chanting
should neither be overly loud or soft, slow or fast. Each utterance
should be clear and distinct, so that it can be heard clearly and
penetrates deep into the dying person’s consciousness. One caveat:
if the dying person is too weak or is in coma, he may have difficulty
hearing the chanting. In such a case, someone should chant close to
the dying person’s ear to help him or her to maintain a clear, steady
mind.
n

It is generally better to use the small hand bell with its clear, light
sound, as it can help the dying person develop a pure and calm
mind. However, this may not apply in all cases. If possible, it is best
to ask the dying person in advance what is preferred. If some details
do not suit the dying person, we should adapt to the circumstances
and be flexible.

G U IDE L INES A F T E R A DY IN G PE R S O N DIES
n

Family members should not cry in the presence of the dying person,
especially immediately before and after the death. Doing so can
cause the dying person to develop thoughts of attachment which
can prevent the much sought rebirth and resultant liberation.
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n

Family members and friends should concentrate on chanting in all
earnestness and without crying for at least twelve hours. It is vitally
important not to touch or move the body of the deceased person.
This is to allow the dying person’s most subtle consciousness
adequate time to leave the body. If, during this period, anyone
touches the body or cries, the deceased may still experience feelings
of pain, sadness, anger, or self-pity, and sink again into the realms
of suffering. It is said that when one dies, the consciousness needs
to leave the body. During this process, it is extremely painful and is
described as to have a turtle taken off its shell alive. Since the dying
person is almost exhausted and extremely sensitive, even a slight
touch would make him or her feel as if one has been cut by a knife.
Torturing the dying person like this would easily make him or her
angry and consequently fall into lower realms.

n

During the minimum twelve-hour period (twenty-four hours is
preferable), if the chanting group can remain chanting near the
deceased it would be better. Except for chanting, nothing should
be done.

n

Twelve hours after the breath stopped, family members can then
perform the duties for the dead, such as washing the body, changing
the clothes and other necessary tasks. Most people would worry
about the stiffness of the body and not being able to change the
clothes. But as a matter of fact, for most deceased people helped by
the chanting group, their bodies turn soft and there have been no
difficulties at all in changing clothes for them. Even if the body gets
stiff, towels soaked with warm water can be used to cover the joints,
and the body will become soft again.
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• Once home, position the dying person in the most
comfortable and natural position in which he may rest.
• The assigned family member or friend will lead others in
chanting “�mítuófó”.
• Should the dying person declines to the point where he
or she loses consciousness and no longer aware of his/her
surroundings, the assigned family member or friend shall
have full authority in making any decisions regarding his/
her well-being.
• If this person cannot be contacted, please find a Buddhist
master or Buddhist believer to aid in the chanting of
“�mítuófó” until the assigned person can be reached.
• Within twenty-four hours prior to and after his death,
family members and friends should comply with the
following:
1. Do not touch or move deceased’s body or even
his bed.
2. Do not change his clothing.
3. Do not place dry ice or other substances on his
body; Sandalwood incense may be burned if
there is any odour.
4. Do not let a breeze blow directly onto the
deceased’s body.
5. Do not allow the scent of alcohol, onions,
scallions, garlic, or chives to enter the room.
6. Do not smoke, cry, or talk in the room.
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• The objective is to create an atmosphere in which the
deceased remains calm and at peace.
• The only sound to hear is “�mítuófó” so that the sound may
escort the deceased to the Pure Land.
• If the deceased is at at home upon his death, his family
should take turns chanting “�mítuófó” for eight to twentyfour hours. At this point, the deceased is ready to be moved,
washed and dressed. This period of chanting is the best
time to assist the deceased to be calm and peaceful.
• All funeral arrangements can be set up afterwards.
• If dying person should pass away in the hospital, please
follow hospital policy and chant as much as is allowed.
• During the terminal illness and within forty-nine days
after the deceased’s death, all family members should adopt
a vegetarian diet, abstain from any killing to be associated
with his death, all funeral offerings must be vegetarian,
and the use of alcohol is strictly prohibited.
• Funeral arrangements should be kept simple, and proper
Buddhist etiquette should be followed and any unnecessary
excess should be avoided.
• Within forty-nine days following the deceased’s death,
family members and friends sincerely seek for the
deceased’s rebirth into the Pure Land, and to perform
good deeds such as giving offerings to the Triple Gem
(Buddha, Dhamma and Sa�gha), printing S�tras (Suttas)
/ Dhamma (Dharma) books, helping the needy and others.
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• No longer hears external or internal sounds, and buzzing
in ears ceases.
• Physical body no longer experiences pleasure, pain and
neutrality.
• No longer remembers feelings perceived with mental
consciousness as distinct from those perceived by physical
body.
n Dissolution of Fire Element (Discrimination)

• Vision of fireflies or sparks within smoke.
• Loses body warmth; ability to digest food diminishes.
• Can no longer detect pleasant or unpleasant odours.
• Inhalation becomes difficult and weak, and exhalation
becomes strong and lengthy.
• Can no longer remember or recognize family members and
friends.
n Dissolution of Wind Element (Compositional Factors)

• Vision of dim red-blue light like a flicking butter-lamp
about to go out.
• Can no longer perform physical actions.
• No longer remembers external worldly activities.
• The ten winds move to the heart; inhalation and exhalation
cease.
• Tongue contracts and thickens, root of tongue turns blue.
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• Cannot experience tastes.
• Cannot experience smoothness or roughness.

PSYC H O L O G ICA L

n White Vision

• At first perceives burning butter-lamp, then sees clear
vacuity filled with white light, like sky in an autumn night,
full of brightness of moon, known as “empty” vision.
• Vision occurs when the central channel opens, the white
seed (sperm) received from father comes down to the heart
chakra.
n Red Vision

• Perceives very clear vacuity filled with copper-red light
known as “very empty” vision.
• The vision occurs when the red seed (blood) received from
mother comes to the heart chakra.
n Dark Vision

• Perceive vacuity filled with thick darkness, then as if swoon
unconsciously known as “great empty” vision.
• The white seed and the red seed are absorbed into tiny seed
at the heart whose bottom half is red and top half is white.
The vision occurs when these two come together. After this
vision, one falls unconscious into complete darkness.
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n Clear Light Vision

• Sees very clear vacuity free of the white, red and black
appearances — a vision of complete emptiness known as
“all empty” vision.
• The clear light, the final mental vision — the vision of the
actual death.
n Signs of Consciousness Leaving the Body

• One or more drops of red fluid leaving from the nose and
white fluid from the lower part of the body.
• Subtle change in appearance to being like an empty shell
and a loss of luster from the body.
• Loss of warmth from the heart centre — those who have
good karma (kamma) will first lose heat from feet upward
to the heart, while those who have bad karma will first lose
heat from the crown down to the heart.
• Body starts to smell or decompose.
n Consciousness Entering the Intermediate State ( Bardo)

• After consciousness leaves the body-clear vision ceases,
it goes through 7 stages in reverse order. As soon as
this reverse process begins, the person is born into an
intermediate state called bardo — a stage between lives.
• The bardo being appears in the form of next life but with
a subtle body which can be seen by other bardo beings of
the same type.
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• Places of rebirth will usually be found within 49 days with
a small death occurring every 7 days.
n Six Distinct Signs of a Bardo Being

• Can move through objects.
• Can travel anywhere instantly just by thinking of that
place.
• Ignored by friends and relatives.
• Everything is effortless.
• Seeing no light coming from sun and moon.
• Body has no shadow.
n Six Uncertain Signs of a Bardo Being

• Continually moving through different places.
• Being inside many environments in rapid succession.
• Constantly changing actions.
• Changing reactions to food.
• Uncertainty of companionship.
• Instability of thought patterns.
n Entering a Rebirth

• Propelled by kammic force, blown into a rebirth without
choice.
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n Night: 08:00 pm — 10:30 pm

• Assembly to be seated
• Members of Sa�gha to be seated
• Administration of Five Precepts
• Chanting led by Sa�gha
• Short Dhamma talk by a member of Sa�gha
• Mett� Chanting
• Offer of Requisites to members of Sa�gha
• Transference of Merits
• Hymn singing (Optional)
n In Between Sessions (For Family Members)

• Mett� Chanting
• P�j� for morning and night
• Recitation of Namo Tassa… (repeat)
• Release of Chanting in CD

P R O G R A M M E F O R L AS T NI G H T
B E F O R E L AS T R I T E

n Night: 08:00 pm — 10:00 pm

• Assembly to be seated
• Members of Sa�gha to be seated
• Administration of Five Precepts
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• Chanting led by Sa�gha
• Short Dhamma talk by a member of Sa�gha
• Mett� Chanting led Sa�gha
• Offer of Robes and Requisites to members of Sa�gha
• Transference of Merits
• Hymn singing
• Eulogy
• Asking for forgiveness
• Closing

P R O G R A M M E F O R L AS T R I T E

n Morning: 09:00 am — 12:30 pm

• Assembly to be seated
• Members of Sa�gha to be seated
• Administration of Five Precepts (Pa�ca S�la)
• Chanting led by Sa�gha
• Lunch D�na
• Offer of basic requisites to members of Sa�gha
• Transference of Merits
• Paying of Last Respects
• Asking for forgiveness (Family members only)
• Sealing of casket by a professional worker
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• Lifting it into the hearse by family members
• Family members knee with folded palms and face the
casket
• Hearse leaves for cremation or burial

P R O CESSI O N O F H EA R SE

n Afternoon: 02:00 pm

• Funeral Procession is conducted in an orderly and silent
manner
• Family members lead and walk behind the hearse
• Participants follow and radiate Loving-kindness (Mett�)
• Contemplation on the impermanence of life
• A brief Cremation ceremony is held at the crematorium
• Robes are placed on top of casket and a ceremony thread
placed under the robes, connects the robes from the casket
to the right hand of the Sa�gha who will recite Pa�suk�la
G�th�
• Family members offer Pa�suk�la robes to the Sa�gha
• Offer of basic requisites to members of Sa�gha
• Transference of merit dedicated to the deceased
• Sa�gha recite Thanksgiving verses (Anumodana)
• Casket is inserted into the furnace by professional
workers
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F U L L PA R T ICIPAT I O N BY FA M I LY M E M B E R S

• Participate in all the chanting services
• Turn off or silent electronic gadgets
• Reflect on all the good deeds which the deceased have
done
• Avoid leaving the venue of ceremony during the chanting
ceremony
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know he will continue to touch the lives and hearts of many wherever
he may be.
We wish him a good rebirth and at the earliest opportunity attain
the Bliss of Nibb�na.
“May you always be well and happy, peaceful and calm.
May the Triple Gem always Bless,
Guide and Protect you.
May you continue to learn and practise the Dhamma
until you attain Nibb�na”
On behalf of my family members, we wish to express our grateful
thanks to:
• All Members of the Mah� Sa�gha for conducting the
Memorial Service, Chanting and Sermons and Transference
of Merits.
• Family members, relatives and friends for the touching
eulogies.
• . . . . . . . . . . . for the dedicated service to the deceased and
helping the family in times of need.
Last but not the least, our heartfelt thanks to all those present, for
taking the time off to participate in this funeral service and also to all
those who have helped us in one way or another to make this service
memorable and meaningful.
Thank you.
S�dhu! S�dhu! S�dhu!
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n Offering of Flowers

• The freshness, fragrance and beauty of flowers are
impermanent.
• Fresh and beautiful flowers will soon become withered,
scentless and discoloured.
• This reminds us of the Buddha’s Teaching that all things
are impermanent.
• We should value what we have now and live in the
present.
n Offering of Water

• Water symbolises purity, clarity and calmness.
• This reminds us to practise the Buddha’s Teachings, so as
to cleanse our minds, which are full of cravings and ill-will
rooted ignorance, and to attain the state of purity.
n Offering of Fruits

• Fruits symbolise the ultimate fruit of Enlightenment
which is our goal.
• Fruits also remind us that all actions will have their
effects.
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participant of the original deed by associating him or herself with
the deed done. If the beneficiary identifies him or herself with both
the deed and the doer, he or she can sometimes acquire even greater
merit than the original doer, either because the elation is greater
or because the appreciation of the value of the deed is based on an
understanding of Dhamma. Buddhist texts contain several stories of
such instances.
The ‘joy of transference of merits’ can also take place with or
without the knowledge of the doer of the meritorious act. All that
is necessary is for the beneficiary to feel gladness in the heart when
he or she becomes aware of the good deed. If one wishes, one can
express joy by saying ‘s�dhu’ which means ‘well done’. What is being
done is creating a kind of mental or verbal applause. In order to share
the good deed done by another, what is important is that there must
be actual approval of the deed and joy arising in the beneficiary’s
heart.
Even if so desired, the doer of a good deed cannot prevent
another’s ‘rejoicing in the merit’ because he or she has no power over
another’s thoughts. According to the Buddha, in all actions, thought
is what really matters. Transference is primarily an act of the mind.
To transfer merit does not mean that a person is deprived of the merit
originally acquired from his or her good deed. One the contrary, the
very act of ‘transference’ is a good deed in itself and hence enhances
the merit already earned.
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T R ANS F E R ENCE O F M E R I T S F O R T H E DEPA R T ED

According to Buddhism, when a person dies he or she could be reborn
in any one of the 31 planes of existence. Some of these are “deva
worlds” where beings who have developed good kamma (sanskrit:
karma) are reborn. On the other hand those who have accumulated
evil kamma are re-born in unhappy states called “hells” or as animals.
There is an intermediate state where people who have not bothered
to accumulate good kamma and yet at the same time have not done
any serious evil deeds are born after their deaths. The living relatives
or friends of such beings can do good deeds (give alms or donations)
and mentally transmit the merits thus accrued to them. When these
unhappy beings become aware that they have been remembered they
experience happiness and are thus propelled into better states of
existence. This is a practice called transference of merits. It is usually
performed by symbolically pouring water from a large receptacle to
a smaller container while focusing on the departed person at the end
of a religious service.

H I G H ES T G I F T T O T H E DEPA R T ED

The Buddha says that the greatest gift one can confer on one’s departed
ancestors is to perform ‘acts of merit’ and to transfer these merits
so acquired. He also says that those who give also receive the fruits
of their deeds. The Buddha encouraged those who did good deeds
such as offering alms to holy men, to transfer the merits which they
received to their departed ones. Alms should be given in the name
of the departed by recalling to mind such things as, ‘When he was
alive; he gave me this wealth, he did this for me; he was my relative,
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my companion,’ and other blessings. There is no use weeping, feeling
sorry, lamenting and wailing; such attitudes are of no consequence to
the departed ones (kindly refer to Appendix H — TirokuÀÀa Sutta).
Transferring merits to the departed is based on the belief that
on a person’s death, his or her ‘merits’ and ‘demerits’ are weighed
against one another and destiny is thus determined. Lifetime actions
determine whether one is to be reborn in a sphere of happiness or a
realm of woe. The belief is that the departed one might have gone to
an existence in the spirit world. The beings in these lower forms of
existence cannot generate fresh merits, and have to live on the merits
which are earned from this world.
Those who did not harm others and who performed many
good deeds during their lifetime will certainly have the chance to
be reborn in a happy place. Such persons do not require the help of
living relatives. However, those who have no chance to be reborn in
a happy abode are always waiting to receive merits from their living
relatives to offset their deficiency and to enable them to be born in a
happy abode.
Those who are reborn in an unfortunate spirit form could be
released from their suffering condition through the transferring of
merits to them by friends and relatives who did some meritorious
deeds. What happens is really quite understandable. When the dead
person becomes aware that someone has remembered him or her, then
he or she becomes glad, and this happiness relieves the suffering. As
there is greater happiness accrued from repeatedly being remembered,
the unhappy birth is transformed to a happy one. Thus, it is related
with the power of the mind.
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4.

They should remember the spirits of
their departed relatives
who are not at peace with themselves
and gathered in many places.
In return, such spirits thus remembered and satisfied,
will eagerly wish for the well-being of
their living relatives out of gratitude.

5.

For there is never ploughing here,
nor any cattle herding found.
‘Nor merchandising just the same,
nor bartering for coins of gold
The spirits of the departed kin live there
on the merits transferred to them.’

6-8. As water showered on the hill,

flows down to reach the hollow vale,
so the merits transferred can serve
the spirits of the departed kin.
As river-beds when full can bear
the water down to fill the sea,
so the merits transferred can serve
the spirits of the departed kin.
9.

‘He gave to me, he worked for me,
He was my kin, friend, intimate.’
‘Give gifts, then, for departed ones,
Recalling what they used to do.’
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10. No weeping, nor yet sorrowing,

Nor any kind of mourning,
Help departed ones,
whose kin remain acting thus,
unhelpful to them.
11. But when this offering is given to

those members of the Holy Order,
Then it can serve them long
in future and at once as well.
12. (By offering alms to the Holy Order in memory of the departed)

The true path of action for relatives has thus been shown,
And how high honour to departed ones is done,
and how the Holy Order can be given sustenance as well,
and how great merits can be stored away by you
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• Venerable Dr. K. Sri Dhammananda N�yaka Mah� Thera:
Life is Uncertain, Death is Certain.
• Venerable Dr. K. Sri Dhammananda N�yaka Mah� Thera:
What Buddhists Believe
• Venerable Dr. K. Sri Dhammananda N�yaka Mah� Thera:
Daily Buddhist Devotion
• Venerable Suvanno: How a Theravadin Buddhist Chinese
Funeral may be conducted, Sukhi Hotu Sdn Bhd, 1996.
• Visuddh�c�ra: Loving and Dying, Malaysian Buddhist
Meditation Centre, 1993.
• Malaysian Buddhist Co-operative Society: A Guide

To Proper Buddhist Funeral 1999
• Malaysian Buddhist Co-operative Society: Bidding

Farewell To Life & Beneficial Last Rites 2004
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08

Fresh flower arrangement
a) Sweet basket and flowers
b) Casket spray
c) Altar flowers
d) 2 Standing wreaths

09

Cremation and Ashes pick up

10

Imported marble urn or scattering of ashes with transportation.
(Van for 10 persons, Boat for 15 persons)

11

Condolence book and box

12

Road direction signs and Chinese lanterns

13

Arrangement of Altar table for Buddhist prayer complete with
fruits, flowers and lotus candles

14

Basic joss stick and prayer materials

15

Ten (10) cartons of drinking water in cups.

16

Twenty (20) packets of peanuts

17

Three (03) packets of sweets in Angpow packets

18

Professional service team on Funeral Procession Day

19

Hearse on Funeral Procession Day

I M P O R TAN T N O T ES :
1)

The usage of Funeral Parlour is subject to availability.

2)

The prices quoted are for services within the radius of
35 km from KL City Center.

3)

Applicable for MBCS members only. (5% additional
charge for non-member).

4)

Transport for Sa�gha is subject to availability of van
(Rental fee RM70 – RM90 per trip).
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M B CS —

3 DAYS / 2 NI G H T S F U NE R A L PAC K A G E 		
( B U R IA L)

No.

DESCRIPTION

01

Obtaining Burial Permit and Death Certificate

02

Conveyance of remain

03

One unit of Cremation casket

04

Arterial Embalming to preserve the body or dry ice
(2 Trips)

05

Non air-conditioned funeral parlour (2 nights) or
a) Canopy (1 unit 20 ft x 20 ft )
b) Plastic chairs (50 units)
c) Tables and table cloth (10 units)
d) Lights (6 units)
e) Hanging fans (4 units)

06

Decorated fresh flower photograph frame

07

Photo enlargement

08

Fresh flower arrangement
a) Sweet basket and flowers
b) Casket spray
c) Altar flowers
d) 2 Standing wreaths

09

Condolence book & box

10

Road Direction Signs and Chinese Lanterns

11

Arrangement of Altar table for Buddhist prayer complete with
fruits, flowers and lotus candles

12

Basic joss sticks, prayer materials and 60 pieces of morning
towels
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13

Twenty (20) cartons of drinking water in cups.

14

Thirty (30) packets peanuts

15

Three (03) packets sweets in Angpow packets

16

Professional service team on Funeral Procession Day

17

Hearse on Funeral Procession Day

18

One (01) unit air conditional bus for Funeral Procession Day (44
Seats).

I M P O R TAN T N O T ES :
1)

The usage of Funeral Parlour is subject to availability.

2)

The prices quoted are for services within the radius of
35 km from KL City Center.

3)

Applicable for MBCS members only. (5% additional
charge for non-member).

4)

Transport for Sa�gha is subject to availability of van
(Rental fee RM70 – RM90 per trip).
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It all depends on the wishes of the family of the deceased. The
first thing he did was to take me to the police station to make a
police report. Then all the necessary work started to flow quickly
starting with the erection of the temporary zinc shelter to the
embalmers and finally to place the deceased in the casket. I was
glad that everything went on smoothly. I did not have to run
around to attend to any official documentation as it was handled
by the funeral director. I could spend my time at home handling
the personal affairs and to receive guests. My father, the late Mr
Chew Gim Ang, passed away on 28 August 2006 and I had no
hesitation in calling the Buddhist Co-operative to handle the
funeral as I had full confidence in them.

n Feedback 2 ( from C h e w N y e P i ng )

On behalf of Chew family, I would like to extend my utmost
gratitude and appreciation to MBCS for their excellent funeral
service rendered during the demise of our beloved mother/
grandmother on the 11 January 2005. Your team has continuously
lent us a pillar of strength, from the moment of departure of our
beloved mother and grandmother in the hospital until the end
of the funeral service, with sincere and honest service, kind
advice, efficiency, professionalism, and most of all, patience.
Despite what we have heard from friends about unscrupulous
funeral service undertakers who try to take advantage of the
family at their weakest moment, we are also ignorant about how
to perform proper funeral rites. We are pleasantly surprised to
share the positive experiences we had with MBCS. We were given
the flexibility to decide what we want for the funeral and we were
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not neglected of the advice given by the Funeral Directors, Bro
Kelvin Lim and Sister Didi Chan wherever applicable
		

Last but not the least, we would like to take this opportunity

to express our heartfelt gratitude especially to Kelvin, Didi with
their team and Bro Aw Kim Fatt for being there for us.

n Feedback 3 ( from C h i a T i e n C h ee )

I was fortunate to have known MBCS a year before the demise
of my mother, Madam Choy Lin Kwai on 1 June 2006. She was
in her early nineties when her health deteriorated due to old
age. About 2 weeks before she expired, I contacted MBCS and
they referred me to their funeral director. He was very assuring
and presented his packages with detailed explanations. Being a
Buddhist, I understood the meaning of life and death, and the
Buddhist approach to funerals. I had no difficulties in explaining
them to my only brother and he accepted them readily.
		

On the morning of my mother’s passing away in the nursing

home, I telephoned the funeral director and within the hour, he
was there with his team. The body was transferred to the funeral
parlor without any hassle and both our families were requested to
take a few hours off and be at the parlor in the late afternoon. When
we arrived, we were amazed at the professionalism displayed.
The atmosphere was one of calmness and serenity. We opted for
a one-night wake informing all our friends and relatives. The
evening services were superbly organised and conducted without
any complications whatsoever. My brother and I could spend
our time interacting with our guests and completely leave the
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running of the wake programme in the hands of the director and
his team. Although it was a solemn ceremony, there was no air of
eeriness and all the participants felt comfortable. The final day of
the funeral was also superbly conducted without any hitch and by
the afternoon, everything was completed on schedule. It was the
positive comments from our relatives and friends after the event
that graded the services provided. Even weeks later, when my
brother and I had the opportunity to catch up with our relatives
and friends who attended the funeral, we were still receiving
favorable comments on MBCS service. A number of them even
inquired about the role of MBCS and what services they provided.
My brother and I were very pleased to have assigned MBCS to
handle the whole affair and I have no hesitation to recommend
their services.

n Feedback 4

( from B ro CK C h i n , S ze M ei a n d S ze M eng)
I have skimmed through the MBCS booklet when my wife passed
it to me. At that moment, I remembered that I read about the word
“funeral services” As I was quite ‘pantang’ (superstitious) at that
time, I decide not to find out further about it. In retrospect, my
beloved wife passed away on 7 June, 2006 at 10.15am at the age: 43.
Prior to that. I was with her for one and a half months in Hospital
UKM, Cheras. Before she was confirmed dead, there were already
a few people on standby who would like to introduce their funeral
services to us. At that moment as we were in the stage of sadness
and shock (as she passed away earlier than I expected) and we
just hoped that someone could help us to arrange what to do next.
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One of our relatives had been talking to a young man earlier.
This relative told me that the young man was quite reliable based
on his funeral services recommendation to us. We then passed
him my wife and my IC to make arrangement for the Death
Certificate. He told us that he could arrange Therav�da monks
for chanting and could also arrange for the casket. He told me he
knew MBCS and that MBCS could only offer chanting services.
		

As soon as we have passed them the particulars, Sister Helen

came and asked me whether I know of MBCS and also gave us
the assurance that MBCS is a Buddhist Association that could
arrange for Chanting service from all the Therav�da Temples
in Kuala Lumpur They also could offer us a suitable funeral
package. At that moment, I realised that I have been cheated and
seek advice and help immediately from Sister Helen to get back
the particulars which we have given to them. Later, I found out
that MBCS is a non-profitable organisation setup mainly to help
Buddhists with funeral services. I did not hesitate and requested
for their service immediately. So Sister Helen helped us to sort
out with the other party whom I have committed earlier to collect
back the particulars from them. Luckily, we managed to get back
the documents without hassle. I was so glad that everything went
on as expected in good order. After that, we have received a call
from MBCS Funeral Directors Bro Kelvin and Sister Didi who
were to help us to transfer my wife’s body back to our house.
Sadhu to Sister Helen who has helped us if not we would not be
able to get the proper Buddhist funeral service from MBCS.
		

Let me tell you after what had happened, I had a better peace

of mind. I rate the MBCS service as excellent. MBCS funeral
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directors have helped and advised me in so many ways during the
whole three days process. They also took us to several places to
look at columbariums where we would like to put the urn. Finally
we decided to select PJ Chetawan Buddhist Temple (Room 1-C97) mainly because there were a lot of activities in the temple and
chanting is available everyday, so the departed will receive daily
blessings.
		

After going through 49 days of every weekend D�na in

various temples like Mah� Vih�ra in Brickfields, Sri Lanka
Buddhist temple in Sentul, Chetawan Buddhist Temple in PJ
and MBCS, we found out how important Memorial D�na is. It
does not only help the departed’s family but more importantly
the family members who are still in this Earthly World can
benefit from peace and happiness. My family also gained a lot of
happiness in MBCS and now every third Saturday morning of
the month without failure, my children will ask me whether we
are going to MBCS for Memorial D�na. Everything we do must
be with understanding and consistency. MBCS also provided us
the chance to understand the Dhamma in a broader aspect. It
allowed us to have a better understanding about the Memorial
D�na where we could transfer our merits to our departed love
ones, Devas, Celestial and Terrestial Beings. It also allowed us
to learn the significance of Memorial D�na in greater detail
so that we and our children will continue to practise it with
understanding and in many lives to come. As the saying of the
Buddha: “Life is Uncertain and Death is Certain”. We should
look at life positively.
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Our family would like to express our heartfelt gratitude and

appreciation to MBCS for performing such a memorable, peaceful
and meaningful Buddhist funeral service for my beloved wife.
MBCS performed the funeral services not only for the first three
days for her but also continually transferred merits to her during
the monthly Memorial D�na which could make our present lives
in this Earthly World more peaceful, meaningful and happier.
Even though she is in a better plane of existence, she will always
be with us in our hearts in many more lives to come. A Mah�
S�dhu to all the Brothers & Sisters in the Dhamma (Vih�ra), and
especially not forgetting all the members in MBCS.

n Feedback 5 ( from B ro O ng S e ng H e ng)

Dearly Departed IMO Lee Siew Eng; departed 6th May 2007
— “Mother ... We miss you dearly”. We would like to thank the
Malaysian Buddhist Co-operative Society and Funeral Directors
Bro Kelvin Lim and Sis Didi Chan for their assistance and
guidance during the loss of our beloved mother. During this very
stressful time for our family, they rendered their services with
full compassion, kindness, understanding and patience. Losing
a loved one is a very difficult and emotional period for the whole
family.
		

Bro Kelvin and Sis Didi guided us through all the ceremonies

and explained the different customs and traditions for us to decide
on how we would like our mother’s funeral to be conducted. All
funeral arrangements were done promptly and professionally,
even administration and paperwork with the relevant authorities
was clearly explained to us.
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Every ceremony was carried out with pure intentions, and

the whole funeral ceremony experienced was more meaningful
for the whole family rather than just a collection of proceedings.
The service fees rendered were also reasonable with no hidden
charges. With the help of MBCS Funeral Directors who were
very professional and thoughtful; the whole experience was made
easier. With the support from MBCS, we feel that we have given
our mother a proper Buddhist funeral. Thank You again MBCS
and Thank You mother, for it was she who had asked us to be part
of the Malaysian Buddhist Co-operative Society.

n Feedback 6 ( from B ro O ng B e ng C h u ng )

My mother, Madam Chang passed away in November, 2005 after
going through a two-year complication due to a stroke. She has
been a courageous and optimistic person since having survived
cancer twice in 1998 prior to the stroke that took her life. It was
during these years that both my brother and I got to experience
what is meant by a mother’s love and how love and accepting
nature is important for a fulfilling life. Life can still be fulfilled
despite the various challenges. The biggest challenge we faced
was not coming externally but occurs internally, from deep in the
heart.
		

We were blessed to have known MBCS Bro Aw, Sis Linda

and Bro Sim. It was through their sharing and experience that
my brother and I managed to have a beautiful, serene and loving
funeral for our mother.
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It was so loving that one of the guests remarked that the

funeral looks more like a family gathering than a funeral! That
statement showed that the funeral worked according to all our
wishes.
		

Lessons learnt are: Completion with my loved ones are

important — only when relationships are complete can both
my mother and I continue our respective journey freely and
lovingly. Having the Buddha Dhamma as a constant guide in
times of hardship and sadness always opens up new avenues that
are loving and empowering; Having a loving and inspiring last
journey as a person deteriorates physically gave fresh energy to all
involved; Having a devotional, loving and serene funeral support
for both the deceased, the family and friends taught me, what life
holds and that life is a beautiful game of constant growth.

n Feedback 7 ( from B ro L ok e Tak M e ng)

I wish to say thank you to MBCS and my appreciation to the
funeral directors for funeral service arranged for my beloved son,
the late Loke Ting Hong. I also wish to say thank you to Bro
Kelvin who was responsible for the funeral where everything
was managed very well and properly. I also like to say thank
you for the counseling service provided to my family and the
D�na Offering to those respected Venerable Sa�gha who were
very supportive, served as a good way for spreading the Buddha
Dhamma.
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n Feedback 8 ( from B ro W ua n T hong L ok )

I came to know about MBCS funeral services way back 6 or 7
years ago when I was invited by MBCS to join as a member.
MBCS has been fortunate to tie up with PJ Modern Casket for the
packaged funeral services offered to members. Members not only
receive professional services but also a very economical service
offered during difficult times. If you do not know any of the
funeral services provider, you may have to pay thousands or more
for the funeral service. There will also be many contradicting
opinions from different people; and because of fear, superstitions
and peer pressure, the family may end up carrying out a lot of
non-proper Buddhist practices being misled by unethical funeral
services provider. What is worse, is that one has to pay much
more, when the extra money can be used for meritorious deeds
like donating to old folks homes, orphanages, disabled homes,
printing Dhamma books and offering Memorial D�na to monks.
Merits accrued from Memorial D�na and other deeds can be
dedicated or transferred to the deceased to enable them to reduce
sufferings and be reborn in a better state or realm of existence.
		

I have been to numerous funerals organised by MBCS and all

of them were very well organised, not forgetting my late wife’s
funeral programme in April 2003, which was also hosted by
MBCS and allowed me to run an extra proper service programme
based on my request. Recently, one of my late wife’s friend also
passed away from cancer. She passed away 10 days after she had
joined as a member of MBCS. Her reason of joining was because
she attended my wife’s funeral 4 years ago and noted the benefits
and advantages. Also considering the fact that most of her
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children were residing overseas and ignorant about it. In fact, her
eldest son who came back from Brunei thanked me very much
for securing MBCS service, which he said was excellent; while
another son who came back from Australia also made positive
remarks.
		

Members are also able to obtain advice from MBCS regarding

any preparation for helping the dying ones to leave this world
peacefully in a Buddhist way. Definitely, I have no hesitation in
recommending all Buddhists to join as members and carry out
meaningful and dignified arrangements for any deceased. The
monthly memorial service is unique too. Recently one of my
relatives passed away and I tried to introduce MBCS to them but
they declined. In the end, they paid close to RM40,000, which
was not necessary. They could actually saved a lot more if they
were to listen to me to consider MBCS service. We rejoice in the
work MBCS is doing and hope that they will be able to continue
carrying out such useful and important services to the Buddhist
Community for a long time to come. S�dhu.

n Feedback 9 ( from B ro C hoy B o on K e a n )

My late father, Mr Choy Yim Pek, A.M.N, together with my
mother joined MBCS in 2004 as members. They participated in
many activities including the Saturday Memorial D�na offering
to the Sa�gha and other MBCS activities. They were also aware
of the funeral services offered by MBCS. My late father was
concerned if anything was to happen, the family will be assured
that these funeral matters will be sorted out professionally. He
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was confident of MBCS’s ability to help those who wish to have
their last rites following the Buddhist way. He even introduced
his friend who was dying to join MBCS as a member before the
person passed away.
		

In the middle of 2004, my late father complained of excessive

weight loss and stomach discomfort. We took him for medical
check-ups and the doctors found a growth in the pancreas.
Further examination revealed an advance stage of cancer and
viable medical treatment was not possible. To ensure he had a
comfortable life before he left the rest of us, he went through a series
of complementary therapy which helped him tremendously.
		

On the 24 June, we admitted our late father to Selayang Hospi-

tal due to some complications. At that point, he was very thin and
weak but remained comfortable. However, on the following day,
the doctors called us and advised us to bring him home. By the
time we brought him home, it was already late evening. After that,
we called the Subang Jaya Buddhist Association and managed to
invite 2 monks to visit my late father. Reverend Nyanara�si and a
Say�daw came to visit and chanted for him. It was a joy and relief
for us as our late father looked serene and peaceful. He managed
to even raise his palms to pay respect.
		

In the early morning of the 25 of June, 2005, my late father

passed away peacefully. We called Bro Kelvin Lim to inform him.
To our surprise, he came around 6am and was very helpful. He
told us that he will help settle the necessary procedures for us
including making the police report and all other arrangements.
We discussed the funeral package that we wanted and Kelvin
Lim was very supportive without being pushy. In short, he held
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our interest at heart. Some of the discussion includes Therav�da
or Mah�y�na ceremony; Monks for chanting services, type of
casket, cremation or burial and other options.
		

Later in the morning, a lorry came and set up the tents, tables

and chairs. The embalmers came after. We could see that the
services provided were professional and courteous. Bro Kelvin
and Sis Didi were around most of the time and if not, their
assistants will be there. They managed to keep the surroundings
clean and neat. They also quickly replenished any beverage and
consumables. We consulted them many times over the days and
at all times; they were very helpful and emphatic.
		

The funeral wake was held over two days and we managed to

invite monks from Sentul Temple, Brickfields Mah� Vih�ra and
Subang Jaya Buddhist Association (SJBA) to conduct chanting
sessions. The Chanting Group from SJBA with Ven Nyanara�si,
also came and gave a very inspiring chanting. We were also
grateful to Venerable Dhammaratana of Mah� Vih�ra Brickfields
who personally came although he had a very busy schedule.
		

On the third day, the send-off ceremony was held and the

casket was carried to the PJ Crematorium. We played the Mett�
Chant as it was calming and reassuring. It was a somber affair as
my late father’s family, relatives and friends paid their last respect
before the body was cremated.
		

Overall, our family was very pleased with the services provided

by MBCS. They were professional and caring at the same time.
The team is also very experienced and able to cater to our needs.
At anytime, the bereaved family could consult them and get good
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advice. We highly recommend close relatives and friends to join
MBCS and hope that they can offer this service to more people as
it definitely can help make those difficult times easier to bear.

n Feedback 10 ( from S is L eong Wa i L i ng )

My gratitude and sincere appreciation to MBCS funeral directors
Sis Didi and Bro Kelvin for the personal assistance during the
demise of my late mother, Mdm Wong Choi Yeok. All details
were discharged with care, concern and finesse. I do not for a
moment hesitate to recommend their caring services which will
be very well appreciated by all.

n Feedback 11 ( from B ro S Y Kwong )

Faced with apprehensiveness and ignorant of the proper steps to
take during a funeral service, I truly thank the MBCS funeral
directors Bro Kelvin and Sis Didi who were there to explain,
console, guide and assisted me in the proper final rite for my late
mother, Mdm Tan Cheng Yap. The expert and calm approach is
credited to the Malaysian Buddhist Cooperative Society (MBCS).
Their concern, care and direction led to a successful execution
of funeral service for any bereaved family. It was a responsibility
carefully and respectfully discharged.
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n Feedback 12 ( from K elly L o o)

I’m writing to MBCS to convey my sincere gratitude for your fine
services being extended to me and my family under the care of the
funeral directors. I’m indeed pleased with the services and advices
under your team. The sound advice, planning and execution of
the event has been well handled. I have full confidence and trust
in your organisation. I would like to thank Bro Kelvin Lim and
Sis Didi Chan for their kindness and patience in handling the
event and, most of all, their willingness to serve clients with
understanding.

n Feedback 13 ( from M ic h elle Ya p)

My father, the late Yap Chong Sang was a member of the Malaysian
Buddhist Co-operative Society (MBCS) even before he passed
away. He saw the value of the services MBCS rendered. When
he was still alive, I remembered as a family, we would attend
a number of the events which MBCS organised, like monthly
d�nas, relics exposition and others. I was quite sure he was very
confident how MBCS would be able to handle proper Buddhist
funeral services. On the day of his passing and during the wake,
everything tends to be a world of blurriness. I would say my
family and I were extremely grief-stricken but life had to go on.
I was glad that MBCS was around to provide assistance. They
were very professional and we felt more assured that things were
in good hands.
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